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7 Ballymaloe Mini Jar Gift Sets

Kitchen Tools & Gadgets

85g(3oz) mature cheddar cheese,
grated ½ a small clove of garlic,
crushed
1 tsp chopped parsley
1 tsp Ballymaloe Relish

Cheese Fondue
with Ballymaloe’s
Original Relish

 Cut crusty white bread into cubes
and toast them in the oven.
 Place the garlic, Ballymaloe
Relish and parsley in a fondue pot
or small saucepan, stir, then add the
grated cheese.
 Just before serving, out over a
low heat until the cheese melts and
begins to bubble, do not stir it too
much while it is cooking otherwise
the mixture may split. Serve the
fondue immediately with the toasted
bread.

The Ballymaloe Mini Jar Giftbox contains a
mixed selection of relish and meat sauces.
The product range is made of all natural
ingredients, are gluten free and are cooked
using traditional recipes. Ballymaloe are an
Irish family food company based in County
Cork, Ireland. You can enjoy their relish in
sandwiches, with beef burgers, cold meats,
cheddar cheese, gourmet sausages and
much more. £4 www.ocado.com

Place these letter squares in
the correct position in the grid
to reveal four 8-letter words in
the horizontal rows and
vertical columns, reading from
left to right and top to bottom.
Your answer is the WORD
READING ACROSS THE
BOTTOM OF THE GRID.
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1. Terraillon Premium Baking Tools Set
Cook like a top chef using Terraillon’s premium baking tools!
Transform your cooking with this tall whisk and prepare the
most tricky recipes using this intelligently designed spatula.
Lastly measure ingredients accurately using this practical 2-in-1
spoon! No longer will you hear "it's missing a bit of..." or "there's
too much...", using a spoon that is easy to level to get the quantity
to the nearest gram. £32.97 www.terraillon.com

2. Fiskars: My Favourite Sets
This all-important three piece starter set is
the perfect present for friends or family looking to
develop their cooking skills or set up home for the first
time. Including a Bread knife, a Cook’s knife and a Paring
Knife, this set has everything a first-time cook needs to
get imaginative in the kitchen! Fiskars’ vision is to create
a positive, lasting impact on our quality of life. £36
www.fiskars.co.uk

3. Bamboo Wooden Chopping Board Set
Perfect for everyday cooking,
this fantastic set ensures
you always have
adequate chopping space when you’re
cooking up a storm. Use different boards to
chop different foods safely and
hygienically - great for all types of food
including meat, fish, fruit, vegetables,
bread cheese and more.
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For your chance to win, USE
THE KEYPAD to translate the
numbers into KITCHEN ITEMS .
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